Cloud Storage Working Group

The Cloud Storage Working Group is responding to challenges in effectively managing rapidly growing cloud storage. The group is evaluating opportunities for community action in both policy and technical arenas, through sharing of best practices, documentation, and identification of opportunities for improved methods. The Working Group will seek to engage cloud service providers and allied community groups in conversation to better understand ways to achieve cost effective and sustainable management of cloud storage.

The Cloud Storage Working Group was chartered by CSTAAC and supported by Internet2 NET+ staff. The current focus is on tool requirements for managing Google Workspace for Education storage.

Please email netplus@internet2.edu if you are interested in participating.

Questions?

- Dana Voss, Internet2 Staff Liaison
- Quyen Vaillant, Internet2 Staff Liaison
- Oren Sreebny, Internet2 Consultant

Committee Resources

Google Workspace for Education: List of Requirements for Storage Management

Public Resources

Cloud Content Collaboration and Storage Survey:
Storage Survey Results Overview

Google Workspace for Education:
Storage Management Tool Survey Results

Overview of NET+ Google Workspace:
Google Workspace Tailored to Internet2 Higher Ed

Campus Technology on the CSWG:
IT Leaders Concerned About New Cloud Storage Limits

Educause 2021:
When Unlimited Hits Its Limits

Internet2 Member meeting update:
Internet2 NET+ Activities Related to Cloud Storage Business Model Changes

I2 Online Event:
Managing Video Content Retention Using Panopto

CCCG Monthly Meeting:
Q&A with IU Box Migration team